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Database Plus is a general all purpose Database Spreadsheet Program with Integrated Dynamic Charting Capabilities. It will support both multiple independent and dependent databases (linked sheets) in a single workbook. It was designed for simple functionality and incorporates an easy-to-use interface for both experienced and
non-experienced database users. Any user will be able to easily manage the data and create impressive Data Analysis reports by using the built-in reporting features. Here are some key features of "Database Plus": ￭ Includes a New powerful Email Generation Utility ￭ Easy-to-use interface for both non-experienced and experienced
database users ￭ Supports Multiple Integrated Database sheets. ￭ Data Manager with built-in Analysis Tools ￭ Create "Date Enabled Databases" ￭ Includes Special Utilities for Data Analysis ￭ Automatically generate Period Reports (Weekly, Monthly, Quarterly, Biannual, and Annual) ￭ Perform Mathematical Analysis with Summaries
￭ Dynamic Charting including Animation Capabilities ￭ Add a Company Name Banner to Brand your Product ￭ Background Error Checking Features ￭ Accommodates databases up to 30 field columns wide by 65,531� rows ￭ Includes full detailed instruction with illustrations ￭ Instantly create mass distribution direct email files for
use with Microsoft Outlook Express or any other email client program. ￭ Export the email addresses to Comma Separated list files which can later be imported into your email client's address book. Requirements: ￭ Minimum Display Resolution: 800 x 600 x 256 colors ￭ Recommended Display Resolution: 1024 x 768 x 24 bit color or
better ￭ Microsoft Excel Database Plus Overview: Database Plus is a general all purpose Database Spreadsheet Program with Integrated Dynamic Charting Capabilities. It will support both multiple independent and dependent databases (linked sheets) in a single workbook. It was designed for simple functionality and incorporates
an easy-to-use interface for both experienced and non-experienced database users. Any user will be able to easily manage the data and create impressive Data Analysis reports by using the built-in reporting features. Here are some key features of "Database Plus": ￭ Includes a New powerful Email Generation Utility ￭ Easy-to-use
interface for both non-experienced and experienced database users ￭ Supports Multiple Integrated Database
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Database Plus is a general all purpose database spreadsheet program with integrated dynamic charting capabilities. It was designed for simple functionality and incorporates an easy-to-use interface for both experienced and non-experienced database users. Any user will be able to easily manage the data and create impressive
data analysis reports by using the built-in reporting features. Database Plus is designed to meet the following requirements: ￭ Supports both multiple independent and dependent database sheets ￭ 1-click records removal ￭ Unlimited database record operations ￭ 1 - click record addition, rearrangement, and deletion ￭ (optionally)
programmable auto-complete ￭ (optionally) programmable auto-suggest ￭ Import and Export data from external applications ￭ (optionally) backup and restore ￭ (optionally) automatic data format conversion ￭ (optionally) automatic column sorting ￭ (optionally) split-single and split-double records display ￭ Include built in data
analysis features ￭ (optionally) export to comma separated list, or CSV, and HTML format ￭ (optionally) import from CSV, or HTML, or delimited file formats ￭ (optionally) export to fixed width, or F, and HTML format ￭ (optionally) include conversion utilities for ACH and SEDAR fields (e.g. Excel and Word) ￭ (optionally) perform
accounting on records ￭ Optionally supporting charts, graphs, and tables as well as an animation driver ￭ Fully supported through multiple versions of the OS, Office, and applications ￭ (optionally) include a database wizard to simplify setup Database Plus Features: Database Plus includes: ￭ 10 General Database Tables ￭ 13 Special
Tables for some Database fields like ACH, SEDAR, Field Groups, and more... ￭ A simple user interface (UI) for both experienced and non-experienced users ￭ Support for both single and double entry records ￭ Includes a new powerful email generation utility ￭ (optionally) support for searching on multiple records by using a set of
criteria ￭ (optionally) support for conditional format styling, like row/table styles, and field styles ￭ Dynamic charting including animation capabilities b7e8fdf5c8
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Database Plus is a general all purpose database spreadsheet program for use with any database-enabled spreadsheet program. Database Plus is specifically designed to be used with MS Excel. It includes two dimensional dynamic analysis capability using a new and powerful Multi-Data Manager included with this product. The user
can create charts from the data in the spreadsheet and manipulate the data in the chart, all without any programming! It is designed to be easy to use and includes a powerful Macro language which allows the user to create his or her own data analysis functions and send it via email to those who need the information! The user
can also create dynamic email forms which allow the recipient of the email to download the information sent by Database Plus into any spreadsheet program and manipulate the information as necessary. Features: ￭ The ability to create a database which can be linked to any other spreadsheet ￭ Macro language which allows the
user to create functions with built in VBA CODE included ￭ Multiple columns in a Data Manager for easier viewing of information ￭ Charting and animation capabilities ￭ Built-in Email Generation Utility ￭ Use the built-in function and built-in Chart to create charts with graphical data representation ￭ You can insert images into your
spreadsheet program. Just one click and your image will appear in your Data Manager ￭ View the Data Manager with a multitude of functions ￭ Built-in database functions for manipulating the data ￭ Built-in database function to sort or filter the data in your spreadsheet ￭ Built-in database functions to retrieve the number of distinct
records, count the number of records, delete a record, etc. ￭ Built-in database function to calculate and return a separate variable and combine the data ￭ User can define a Text object for use with any spreadsheet program ￭ User-defined Functions can be shared with other spreadsheets in an unlimited number of spreadsheets,
allowing the use of this functionality without limitation ￭ Integrated Application Programming Interface (API) for use with any other business programs or applications ￭ Built-in Form functions that allow the user to generate and send their own email forms with instructions to recipients in your address book ￭ "Date Enabled
Databases" ￭ External Commands: Use any other application programs or utilities as necessary to extend the functionality of this product ￭ Unique email addresses can be easily generated by the user in their own

What's New In?

￭ Database Plus provides you a workbook file that is easy to handle and to enhance the results of any Database analysis. ￭ The program includes a powerful Email Generation Utility. You can email a report directly to thousands of recipients, or upload the file into a data base for further manipulation. This utility is also capable of
storing all the information in a data base for later use. ￭ Database Plus is an easy-to-use Integrated Database spreadsheet. It offers you the ability to graphically analyze the data and have control over the data. It will allow you to examine, edit, and print it on a single sheet. It will even allow you to merge the two spreadsheets on
the same sheet. ￭ Database Plus can be used with any one of Microsoft Windows operating system. (Windows 95, 98, 98 SE, ME, 2000, XP, 2003, XP, Vista, Windows 7) Database Plus Highlights: ￭ Completely independent Database management ￭ Easy-to-Use Interface ￭ Supports Multiple Integrated Database sheets ￭ Data
Manager with built-in Analysis Tools ￭ Create "Date Enabled Databases" ￭ Includes Special Utilities for Data Analysis ￭ Automatically generate Period Reports (Weekly, Monthly, Quarterly, Biannual, and Annual) ￭ Perform Mathematical Analysis with Summaries ￭ Dynamic Charting including Animation Capabilities ￭ Add a Company
Name Banner to Brand your Product ￭ Background Error Checking Features ￭ Accommodates databases up to 30 field columns wide by 65,531� rows ￭ Includes full detailed instruction with illustrations ￭ Instantly create mass distribution direct email files for use with Microsoft Outlook Express or any other email client program. ￭
Export the email addresses to Comma Separated list files which can later be imported into your email client's address book. Instructions for Installation: ￭ 1. Install Microsoft Excel ￭ 2. Unzip the "DatabasePlus.zip" file and double-click on the "DatabasePlus.exe" file to run the program. ￭ 3. Go to "Tools" | "Add-ins" | "Manage Add-
ins" ￭ 4. Select from the pull-down menu "Database Plus Add-in" ￭ 5. Right Click on
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System Requirements For Database Plus:

Supported OS: Lazarus; Firefox 3.6 or above, Chrome, or Safari What's New in Lazarus 1.0? Compatibility: Windows and Linux (tested on Win 7 and Ubuntu 10.04) Lazarus 1.0 is not only a complete rewrite, but also a major update, with nearly 30 new features and a better architecture than the previous version. Major features of
Lazarus 1.0: Lazarus is now built in a framework independent way that makes it possible to include modules written
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